
Product description:

Yujing with top quality clear float glass produced JINJING and two layers of grey, yellow, green
or other colors of Italy FENZI paint.
It is usually used by Europe, USA, etc. Can be supplied in the size of the stock can be cut and
beveled or customer needs.



Advantages:

It is the environment.
Add a sense of depth to a room.
The surface of the mirror is clear and crisp, clear and true-to-life picture.
The plating layer is rigid and bond and the protective layer impregnable with good
erosion-resistance.

Application:

Decoration, furniture, bathroom, vanity mirror





Package and delivery:



2 mm/3 mm/4 mm/5 mm/6 mm clear Float aluminum mirror



Description of the
goods  

3 mm/4 mm/5 mm/6 mm clear Float aluminum mirror 

Quality standard  ISO9001:2000, CE, TUV, INTERKET 

Description  

We have work in the company of the mirror glass for over 10 years and have a
good relations with the tolerance of the thickness of glass can meet national
standards. Have strict management, also have super quality and good
service, our mirror have good reputation of the home market and foreign
countries 

Benefits  
1. smooth float glass for mirror
2. excellent optical performance
3. stable chemical stability
4. support paint resistant to acid and moisture 

Property  
1. double lined with Italy FENZI paint
2. aluminum can deliver clear and exact mirror images.
3. water resistant, acid-resistant, moisture-proof 

Function  Our aluminium mirror can be applied to the area of furniture, bathroom,
decoration, make-up mirror, car rearview mirror, mirror of the security, etc 

Thickness  2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm 
Normal sizes  1600 * 1830 * 2440 mm, 2250 mm, 2134 * 3300mm 
Colors  Ultra bright, transparent, bronze, blue, green, grey etc 

Main customers  Germany, Italy, England, America, Africa, Asia countries etc
 

Packaging  1. seaworthy wooden boxes with silk paper between the two mirrors
2. iron-belt for the strengthening of 

Delivery Within 15 days of receipt of the deposit

Company information:



 

Please contact us at:

FAQ:

Why choose us?



1. ISO 9001:2000, TUV, INTERKET approved.
2. one of the largest mirror factories allover China.
3. supplier of international famous brand reflects our years of stable and reliable
quality.
4. strict quality control system.
5. professional and efficient service.
6. competitive and reasonable offer.
7. we want to be your long-term partner helps you to excellent products and
service to your customers.


